English
practice reading with *Reading Plus*
* Achieve up to level G or
* Complete three Guided Reading lessons a week for nine weeks
  Comprehension > 70%
  Words/Minute 195-280

Math
know multiplication facts
* **Meets Expectations:** 100% accuracy on all facts (0-10) in a minute drill with 30 problems
* **Exceeds Expectations:** 100% accuracy on all facts (0-12) in a minute drill with 50 problems

**and**
* Earn at least ONE certificate (1000 points in 1 week) for *Mathletics*: [http://www.mathletics.com](http://www.mathletics.com). Highly recommend getting as many certificates during the course of summer.
  (Same user name and password as before)

* Should already know how to add, subtract, multiply, and divide fractions & decimals. Please “brush up.” Practice is available in *Mathletics* or search for activities online. Khan Academy’s website is a good place to start.

*Students who meet the Reading Plus goal will receive a casual dress day.*

*Students who meet multiplication facts expectations and Mathletics goal will receive a treat.*

*Date for rewards will be announced later in August.*
A note to students & parents:

To avoid the “summer slump,” continued practice throughout the summer will provide opportunities for students to practice skills and improve (at least maintain) levels of proficiency. Licenses for both Reading Plus and Mathletics ensure accessibility from home at any time. We hope that students will take advantage of this opportunity to avoid the summer slump and be better prepared for the new school year. For assistance with either program, contact Ms. Jaylyn Hashimoto at 573-7461 or jahashim@ksbe.edu.

**Reading Plus** – provides the necessary practice sessions to develop skills so student reads more effectively (better comprehension) and reads more efficiently (higher reading rate).

- Fluency in silent reading
- Targeted, individualized reading instruction on critical elements of reading
- Immediate feedback generated electronically via web site
- Easy access from home – any time  [https://www.readingplus.com/users/](https://www.readingplus.com/users/)

Upon return to school, students will take the RPA (Reading Placement Appraisal). If you score:
- at grade level, you will be exempt from **Reading Plus** for the remainder of the school year
- 1-2 levels below grade level, you will complete 3-4 sessions/week for the first quarter.*
- 3 or more levels below grade level, you will complete 4-5 sessions/week for the first quarter.*

**Mathletics** – identifies individual strengths and weaknesses in math and provides targeted instruction and practice for individual students.

- Curriculum aligns to math grade level standards
- Support Center shows how to solve particular problem
- Immediate feedback generated electronically via web site
- Objective is to earn as many certificates as you can during the summer

Upon return to school, students will take a multiplication test and teacher will check on **Mathletics** usage during the summer.